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Telex is a leader in the design, manufacture and

marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless and

multimedia communications equipment. Telex

forged the path in cassette duplication products

for churches, libraries, government agencies

and businesses. Today with the advances in

digital technology, Telex again leads the way 

in duplication products. Telex SpinWise and

PrintWise lines of CD and DVD copiers and

printers offer innovative solutions that 

allow control in costs, design, 

quantity, and quality.

• CD Duplication: SpinWise

• DVD Duplication: SpinWise

• CD/DVD Printing and Copying: PrintWise

Telex offers a seamless transition from cassette

duplication to digital duplication, with a full line

of digital conversion products. For information

on these hardware and software applications

please call 1-800-828-6107 and request a

Digital Conversion Catalog. 

Searching for innovative tools to make your

church or business grow? Log on to our 

Web site: www.telex.com/duplication or 

call 1-800-828-6107 to find a dealer near 

you and see how duplication can help.

Digital Duplication
with Telex...

wise choices for all
your needs.

Burning large files onto a CD using a CD-R drive requires

significant time and memory, both rare commodities in

today’s busy environment. Outsourcing typically means

meeting a minimum order, losing control over the timing 

and spending extra dollars for others to manage the project.

Telex SpinWise CD Duplicators give you complete control over the

process, the timeframe, the cost and the quality of the project. 

Telex offers a complete range of products to cover whatever budget, volume

requirement, or level of sophistication you need for your projects. The high

CD Duplication



Not every CD/DVD blank is certified for high
speed duplication. Poor quality or "value" media
can deteriorate over time, or slow down production
during duplication. Protect your data and your
equipment by using high performance, certified
brand CD/DVD media from Telex. Telex offers
you the price and performance that you expect
from an industry leader.

Telex Certified Media

performance units are available in rackmount and tower configurations, with 

or without hard drives. Models range from desktop one to one units to

duplicators with seven drives. SpinWise is extremely easy to use and will

increase efficiency in any office environment. Additionally, SpinWise proves it’s

a positive return on investment by saving outsourcing fees over the long haul.

As always, Telex will continue to make advances in duplication technology by

seeking out innovative new products and options for businesses and churches.

partners, vendors and prospects. Simply burn
the information onto a CD, then using your
SpinWise duplicator create as many copies
as you need, right when you need them.

Our University wants to provide more 
off campus learning opportunities. How
can we get information to our students
who may not have off campus access to
high-speed Internet?

Transferring large data files over dial-up
Internet connections can be very frustrating
for the end user. Creating a master file on
CD, then using the SpinWise duplicator to
make copies, would be an easy and welcome
solution for both your professors and students.
Also, using CDs is a great way to send out
information on your school along with
application materials and course catalogs.

How can Telex SpinWise help my church?

No doubt your congregation is growing, 
but your mission is to reach as many people 
as possible. To help you on your mission,
SpinWise provides a quick, cost effective
method for duplication of sermons, guest
lecturers and special musical performances.
To help build revenue, your church may 
sell CDs or simply reach those who were
unable to attend services or lectures.  

My franchise business is really taking off,
and I need to send out information to
my franchises. Any ideas?

CD duplication is the simple answer. Using
any of your desktop applications to create
training manuals, corporate information,
accounting data, and operational forms can
allow you to disseminate information quickly
and easily to all of your employees, business

SpinWise™ CD FAQ
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Telex is a leader in the design, manufacture and

marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless and

multimedia communications equipment. Telex

forged the path in cassette duplication products

for churches, libraries, government agencies

and businesses. Today with the advances in

digital technology, Telex again leads the way 

in duplication products. Telex SpinWise and

PrintWise lines of CD and DVD copiers and

printers offer innovative solutions that 

allow control in costs, design, 

quantity, and quality.

• CD Duplication: SpinWise

• DVD Duplication: SpinWise

• CD/DVD Printing and Copying: PrintWise

Telex offers a seamless transition from cassette

duplication to digital duplication, with a full line

of digital conversion products. For information

on these hardware and software applications

please call 1-800-828-6107 and request a

Digital Conversion Catalog. 

Searching for innovative tools to make your

church or business grow? Log on to our 

Web site: www.telex.com/duplication or 

call 1-800-828-6107 to find a dealer near 

you and see how duplication can help.

Digital Duplication
with Telex...

wise choices for all
your needs.

DVD Duplication

Today DVD-R discs are rapidly taking over the business

world as the new multimedia medium. Digital Versatile

Discs, more commonly known as DVDs, quite simply provide

more data storage space than CDs. Giving companies the

flexibility to use DVDs for documents, high-resolution graphics,

video files, and MP3 files. Additionally, most computers manufactured

today will have a DVD-ROM or DVD writer.  Why not stay ahead of the curve

and implement DVD duplication into your business as a means of providing

information to employees, and prospects? The Telex line of SpinWise™ DVD



Not every CD/DVD blank is certified for high
speed duplication. Poor quality or "value" media
can deteriorate over time, or slow down production
during duplication. Protect your data and your
equipment by using high performance, certified
brand CD/DVD media from Telex. Telex offers
you the price and performance that you expect
from an industry leader.

Telex Certified Media

Tower Duplicators makes it possible for you to make DVD copies in a cost

effective manner while maintaining control of the project.

SpinWise DVD duplicators provide hard drives, allowing for ample room to

store frequently used images, saving time and money. Models offer the ability 

to make from one to seven copies at once. Multiple industrial fans provide

maximum cooling to protect data and video files. Extremely user-friendly, the

SpinWise DVD copiers also function as CD duplicators.  

I thought DVDs were only movies?

Digital Versatile Discs (DVDs) can be video
or movie files, as well as high-resolution
graphic files, document files, MP3 files 
and a host of other file formats. The key 
with DVD is the 4GB of storage space,
making DVD perfect for many applications
including video.

Can I still record and play my CDs 
if I purchase a DVD unit?

Absolutely.  DVD recorders and players 
are backwards compatible, meaning the
recorders are able to work with your 
current CD-R or CD-RWs. 

We need to cut back on our training costs.
How can SpinWise help?

Your company may spend thousands 
having training personnel fly to various
locations to repeat the same training 
session over and over again. A cost-
effective option would be to create a 
video file on DVD, then use your SpinWise
duplicator to make the number of copies
you need for distribution to your employees.
Not only can the DVD file have video, but
you can also add supporting documents
such as forms or other written documents.

SpinWise™ DVD FAQ
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Telex is a leader in the design, manufacture and

marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless and

multimedia communications equipment. Telex

forged the path in cassette duplication products

for churches, libraries, government agencies

and businesses. Today with the advances in

digital technology, Telex again leads the way 

in duplication products. Telex SpinWise and

PrintWise lines of CD and DVD copiers and

printers offer innovative solutions that 

allow control in costs, design, 

quantity, and quality.

• CD Duplication: SpinWise

• DVD Duplication: SpinWise

• CD/DVD Printing and Copying: PrintWise

Telex offers a seamless transition from cassette

duplication to digital duplication, with a full line

of digital conversion products. For information

on these hardware and software applications

please call 1-800-828-6107 and request a

Digital Conversion Catalog. 

Searching for innovative tools to make your

church or business grow? Log on to our 

Web site: www.telex.com/duplication or 

call 1-800-828-6107 to find a dealer near 

you and see how duplication can help.

Digital Duplication
with Telex...

wise choices for all
your needs.

Paper labels cause significant problems in CD duplicators
and players because the label causes “wobble” effect, and
potentially can damage equipment. However, to be effective,
CDs and DVDs need to be identified before distribution to

end-users. The solution is to print directly onto the CD/DVD
using Telex PrintWise CD/DVD printers. The color is vivid and

the print quality exceptional. Telex offers a full range of automated
and standalone printers and printer/copiers with the PrintWise™ family. 

Telex recognizes the vast differences in business requirements from one market
to another. So the PrintWise line offers a multitude of print processes to meet
specific print needs.  

CD Printers and Duplicators



• Micro Dry Process: Used to create high quality, photo realistic images that
are heat processed to ensure the image lasts a lifetime.

• Ink Jet Technology: A water-soluble ink process that blends colors creating
a full (24 bit) color print at a reasonable price.

• Dot Matrix Printing: Perfect for creating one color text labels that need to
convey specific information in a professional manner.  

The PrintWise products were developed to increase efficiency and convenience
in churches, offices and schools. Telex uses a unique technology that does not
rely on gravity to feed discs in the PrintWise printer line; consequently, regardless
of which brand of media you choose, your PrintWise printer will work beautifully.
Additionally, Telex provides tech support if any product issues should arise; so,
you focus on the task at hand growing your business or church.

Not every CD/DVD blank is certified for high
speed duplication. Poor quality or "value" media
can deteriorate over time, or slow down production
during duplication. Protect your data and your
equipment by using high performance, certified
brand CD/DVD media from Telex. Telex offers
you the price and performance that you expect
from an industry leader.

Telex Certified Media

heats the image directly on to the disc. The
print is permanent and photo realistic. This
process is ideal for ad agencies, large
companies with media centers that send 
out training and sales CDs, as well as
independent music producers. PrintWise 
also has a full-color ink jet printer.

Do you have printers that also 
duplicate CDs?

Yes. Telex PrintWise offers a wide variety of
models that both record and print. The record
speeds are the fastest available in the industry,
and the system allows for multiple concurrent
projects, dramatically increasing efficiency.

As a church we need to print basic 
labels on our sermon CDs. What is 
the best printer for our needs?

Select the PrintWise printer with dot matrix
capabilities. You will be able to quickly label
CDs and DVDs with text that explains the
content of the disc. Within 8-10 seconds you
will have a professional looking CD. In an
hour you will have up to 240 CDs ready to
send out to your community members. 

What can we use to really impress 
our clients and prospects when we 
send out discs?

PrintWise printers with micro dry technology
will impress even the most critical. The print
quality is flawless and the process essentially

PrintWise™ FAQ
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After receiving the Telex SpinWise 6-40R I was

skeptical of the machine, having never used

one before. The somewhat lengthy manual

seemed a bit much for a mere CD duplicator. 

It turns out that the Telex SpinWise is not a

mere CD duplicator. With the onboard 20gig

hard drive, the ability to duplicate CD+G

discs, to produce compilation CDs and do

these tasks very fast and easy, make the Telex

Spinwise 6-40R indispensable. For everything 

from interoffice training material to quickly

duplicating live recordings for clients, this

machine is a must have. Thanks Telex!  

Jay Goodman

Technical Services, Hard Rock Cafe 

I used the Telex CD duplicator quite a few

weeks ago, and copied 900 CDs in three

days. Everything went very well, and I had 

not one problem or error. It is so easy to use,

you don't even have to hit a start button-just

load the CDs, and a couple of minutes later

(WOW! it's fast) they eject by themselves. For

the money, I would definitely recommend it. 

Jayce Bosman

Glad Tidings Church and 
Spiritwind International 

I have been using the SpinWise CD

duplicator with four drives almost daily 

for the past six months. During that time, 

I have duplicated approximately 1,500 CDs

on this machine with 98% accuracy. I would

recommend the SpinWise CD Duplicator to

anyone who wants a piece of dependable,

easy to use equipment. 

Eric Boyer 
School Board of Alachua County 
Instructional Technology Dept 
PC Repair

Testimonials


